
Advertising Education

While Ad 2 DC (“the Committee/we”) does not have a separate education-focused Chair and/or

Subcommittee, we strive to offer a variety of educational opportunities to our members. For this club year,

we focused our goals on instructions related to the COVID virus as well digital events that offered insight

into career growth during these unprecedented times.

COVID-19 Tools

With COVID information changing at a fast-paced rate, we recognized the need to create a set of

stream-lined tools to help in setting the club up for success. We created two Google documents: a

one-sheeter of COVID protocols (Exhibit 1) and a database of important COVID resource links (Exhibit

2) for members. As Google documents are easily shareable, with an enhanced capacity to be kept

up-to-date, we were able to create a convenient source of information that was adaptable with the times.

Results: Having a solid foundation of key resources helped maintain an open dialogue as a club, both

internally and externally, in regards to COVID. As we planned all 2020-2021 events and communications,

we had a central source of clear yet concise information to best guide our actions during the club year.

Digital educational content / events

Goal: To offer virtual access to industry specialists and intellectual insight into career management

Target Audience: Ad 2 DC members and potential members within the DC-based advertising and

marketing industry as well as upper-level college students who were set to graduate during the COVID

pandemic.

Strategy: As the COVID pandemic continued to have an impact, we aimed to offer events that would

gather professionals from all facets of the industry to appeal to a wider audience and focused our

approach on intimate access so attendees could have personal opportunities to discuss concerns.
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Digital Content: “Ad Academy”

With the removal of in-person benefits, our club quickly identified the need to have digital content

available at a viewer’s fingertips. Ad 2 DC’s chief drive was to build up the “Ad Academy,” a new AAF /

Ad 2 DC members only video platform (Exhibit 3). Our club planned (Exhibit 4), recorded (Exhibit 5),

and edited (Exhibit 6) multiple remote interviews with advertising experts as well as long-standing AAF

DC / Ad 2 DC members. Topics ranged from club history to hiring advice so as to offer a range of content

(Exhibit 7).

Event Details: “Industry Experts” Pop-Up Events

In tandem with on-demand content, our club also held “pop-up” style events mixed with more formal

panels and workshops. These monthly rotating “pop-ups” swapped between three set themes and each

lasted 30 minutes in length for participants to connect in laid back scenarios. One of these themes, entitled

“Industry Experts,” was specifically created as an educational opportunity (Exhibit 8). This event

provided attendees with free access to a Ad 2 DC solicited DC-based mover and shaker. The experts were

allowed to format the 30-minutes as they wished, with one doing a full 30-minute presentation in October

and another choosing to do an open Q&A in January.

Event Details: “Around the Industry in 80 Minutes”

“Around the Industry in 80 Minutes,” the second event of its kind for Ad 2 DC, was inspired by the movie

Around the World in 80 Days and is set to occur in late April 2021. By integrating career advice into a

round-robin style event, we’re aiming to bring together members, nonmembers and experienced

professionals from all across the advertising industry. Seven different areas have been identified as roles

our attendees would be interested in: Client Side, Account Services, Copywriting, Design, Web

Development, Paid Media and Public Relations/ Earned Media. The goals of this event is to: 1) Provide

attendees with the opportunity to meet industry professionals in their specific area of interest; and 2)

Educate student attendees about various career paths in the industry and how these roles interact with

each other. At the time of book submission, we’re currently in the process of selecting participants with a

proposed event date of April 29th, 2021 (Exhibit 9).
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Results: Through “Ad Academy,” our club was able to offer unique access to industry experts as well as

insight into our club’s historical knowledge in one convenient avenue. This library also allowed members

to tune into new content between events. While our more formal events tended to have a higher-level of

attendance, our “pop-up” events featured a greater rate of regular attendees and the more predictable

offerings were appreciated by new members. Striking a balance in content focus allowed us to have

something for everyone as individuals looked to broaden their skill sets while still catering to their social

needs during COVID.

American Advertising Awards Initiatives

Based on the structure of Ad 2 DC within the larger AAF DC organization, AAF DC maintains control

over any / all actions in relation to the American Advertising Awards. As such, our club does not have any

Ad 2 DC-specific goals, strategies, or tactics to share at this time.

Diversity and Multicultural (D&I) Initiatives

Ad 2 DC struggled this club year in regards to engagement and retention for the Ad 2 DC Diversity Chair.

Our Diversity Chair position was intermittently filled. However, the remainder of the board came together

to pitch in and still invigorated our efforts. During this time, the Ad 2 DC club set goals to acknowledge,

represent, celebrate, and advocate on behalf of DC’s diverse population and their perspectives. As a result,

we presented our Ad 2 DC members with energized digital channels to virtually explore Diversity and

Inclusion (D&I) efforts around the DC area and hosted two educational seminars that symbolized and

elevated the diversity found in the DC metro area.

Digital Channels

Goal: To expand our digital promotion so as to best celebrate D&I in DC and provide members with a

consolidated source of 100% digital D&I content.

Target Audience: Ad 2 DC members and potential members within the advertising and marketing
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industry in the DC metro area.

Strategy: In early 2021, we continually researched and gathered resources focused around D&I within the

DC area from local DC-based blogs, digital libraries, and community-sourced materials. From this initial

launchpoint, we decided to expand this initiative to include national and international award-winning D&I

campaigns and/or creative to bring attention to expanded work that has positively influenced D&I

movements in advertising within the recent past.

Execution/Tactics: We initially used this information to highlight regional opportunities to support

Black-owned businesses and restaurants via a scaled-down social media-focused campaign (Exhibit 10) to

support our local community and draw attention to business owners / artists / creatives within our

membership area. As the nation started to suffer from “Zoom Fatigue,” we realized that alternative

methods in addition to live events would be needed to help offset more worn-out methods of connection.

To further expand access into more evergreen channels post-COVID, we created a digital portfolio

featuring D&I advertising campaigns, DC-focused businesses / artists, and resources including suggested

articles as well as official reading lists (Exhibit 11). We envisioned this would replicate an art-gallery

style experience, where members could wander from exhibit to exhibit or folder to folder at their own

leisure.

Results: As our members naturally place a high priority on D&I efforts due to our locale, we saw a direct

correlation between our raised efforts and increased digital engagement. Our initial Black History Month

series not only achieved a reach of 639 and over 131 impressions across Facebook, Instagram, and

LinkedIn but added in traffic bumps across these pages as well (Exhibit 12). While our team is still

evaluating the means to track engagement with the virtual gallery, we’ve witnessed an enthusiastic vocal

response when we’ve promoted access to attendees during our virtual events.

Workshops/Seminars
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Goal: To educate and raise awareness of the challenges and opportunities regarding the representation of

people of color, gender identities, and sexual orientations in the advertising industry through two

open-format discussions.

Target Audience: Ad 2 DC members and potential members plus local diversity-focused agencies and

social media influencers.

Strategy: We observed culturally relevant trends related to mainstream advertising and media to develop

programming that addressed timely topics and appealed to young professionals in our industry.

Event Details: “Diversity and Multicultural Advertising in DC”

The Chair and Programs Committee organized an industry-focused dialogue for both members and

non-members alike that crafted a conversation about creating a culture of D&I in the DC advertising

space and highlighted innovative D&I consumer and government-based campaigns from local diverse DC

agencies. Our original plan was to hold two separate sessions that would switch halfway through, with

“Session A” being focused on diversity in advertising in government projects and Session “B” set to

discuss diversity in advertising within the DC market for commercial campaigns, so as to replicate a more

“conference-style” approach. However, we ultimately faced technical challenges and instead hosted a

longer combined session (Exhibit 13). Panelists included a total of five representatives from: two Black

owned & operated agencies, two women-owned & operated agencies, and one Hispanic owned &

operated agency (Exhibit 14). While selecting panelists and a moderator for this discussion, we

intentionally sought out speakers who could speak to the diverse perspectives that tend to be key

demographics within consumer or government campaigns. As such, we were able to successfully balance

both D&I and government-oriented topics to hold a highly successful combined D&I / government event.

Event Details: “Behind the Hashtags: Inclusivity in Influencer Marketing”

Just prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, our previous Diversity Committee had been poised to

host our “Behind the Hashtag” event. Out of an abundance of caution and the evolving situation of the

COVID virus, we made an executive decision to postpone this event (Exhibit 15). An email was sent to

all participating panelists and the over 60 registered attendees to inform them of the decision. While the
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Diversity Chair then stepped away, we were able to re-engage them for a limited basis so as to virtually

host the postponed event. Aiming for a new event date of March 25th, 2021, this event focused on the

current lack of diversity in influencer marketing and the importance of minority representation across

national brands’ social media platforms (Exhibit 16). While the virtual format meant we lost our main

sponsor, we were able to re-engage a majority of the original panelists to participate. During the

discussion, industry experts and social media influencers spoke transparently about the competitive virtual

environment and "mean girl" non-inclusive nature it creates amongst minority and women influencers.

While selecting panelists and a moderator for this discussion, we intentionally sought out speakers who

represented diverse perspectives of the influencer community (Exhibit 17). Of the invited panelists, two

were social media influencers and two were industry experts.

Results: Through these two events, we expanded deeper into our community via a combined effort of

posting and/or submitting both events for promotion on local DC-focused blogs and leveraging our

panelists’s networks to raise awareness prior to the events (exhibit 18). We also applied a small-scale paid

promotional post, one per event, via our club instagram (Exhibit 19). As a sample, through just one paid

push for our first D&I event, we saw almost 8,000 impressions within 3 days of promotion. We were able

to host our highest attended events of the club year at the time of book submission, with over 48

registrants / 34 attendees for our “Diversity and Multicultural Advertising within DC'' event and 49

registrants for our re-scheduled “Behind the Hashtag'' event. Overall, the combination of our D&I efforts

led to high spikes within our social platforms, helping to illustrate that our club contributed to sparking

meaningful D&I-based conversations for members and non-members alike (Exhibit 20).

Government Relations

In past years Ad 2 DC has not had a Government Relations Chair and therefore it did not have established

initiatives, or events (with the exception of Ad Day on the Hill). The goal for this year was to find a way

to engage members interested in government relations by creating conversations around current industry

topics.
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#Ad2DCGovernmentTalks
Goal: To grow Ad 2 DC discussions around government issues while educating members on the topic to

build awareness. This was executed by releasing one specialized post per quarter in our Facebook,

Instagram, and LinkedIn pages and contacting local marketing professionals for comments through June

2021. Topics for these posts include: government's role in regulating digital platforms, ad targeting during

presidential elections, and ad targeting based on appearance.

Target Audience: Ad 2 DC members and DC metro area industry professionals with a college degree

interested in advertising, communications and D&I. These individuals should have a strong stance on

politics, and government related issues.

Strategy: Since the Ad 2 DC Steering Committee members closely aligned with the desired attributes of

our target audience, the topics for all posts were decided during our Steering Committee meetings. Once a

topic was decided, the Government Relations Chair researched and gathered resources around the topic

and wrote a 2-3 paragraph summary on the issue (Exhibit 21). The goal of the summary was to provide

members with some background information in case they were not aware of the issue while maintaining a

non-biased bipartisan approach and sharing the Ad 2 DC stance. Various industry professionals were then

contacted and asked to share their thoughts in 2-3 sentences (Exhibit 22). Throughout the series we were

able to gather 6 comments from local marketers. Upon completion of research and outreach, the Creative

Co-Chairs worked on graphics for the Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn posts which conformed to a set

eye-catching format for consistency (Exhibit 23). Finally, the Communications Chair was contacted to

schedule and post the topics across all Ad 2 DC social platforms (Exhibit 24 / Exhibit 25).

Ad 2 DC “Your Voice, You’re Vote”
Goal: Political campaigns are about more than just paid marketing, rallies, and the discussion of issues.

Ultimately, the most important part of a campaign is getting the most votes on election day, especially
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during the time of COVID. As such, Ad 2 DC wanted to create an easy shareable source of bipartisan

voter information to ensure our members were able to use their voice to vote.

Target Audience: Ad 2 DC members and non-members within Delaware, Virginia, and/or Maryland who

were eligible to vote and in need of further information regarding 2020 rules or regulations on voting.

These individuals should have a strong stance on politics, and government related issues.

Strategy: We researched early voting, registration, and absentee ballot deadlines for the 2020 elections for

the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia since our chapter caters to the Washington DC

Metropolitan area. We aimed to provide key deadline information and in this manner worked to

incentivize our members as well as other followers to vote. Our Government Relations Chair collaborated

with the Creative Co-Chairs to create engaging and straightforward graphics which made it easier for our

members to digest the information (Exhibit 26). We also connected with the Communications Chair to

schedule the post and reach audiences during times with higher engagement (Exhibit 27 / Exhibit 28).

Results: As of book submission, September’s post #1 received 214 impressions on Instagram with a reach

of 159 and 13 likes as well as a reach of 157 on Facebook with 3 post clicks. For this post, please note our

LinkedIn page was not live at time of posting so no LinkedIn data is available. October’s post #2 resulted

in: 217 impressions on Instagram with a reach of 167 and 5 profile visits directly from this post, a reach of

35 on Facebook, and 49 organic impressions on LinkedIn, with a 5% click-through rate. The third post in

January 2021 resulted in 170 impressions on Instagram with a reach of 130 and 11 likes, a reach of 44 on

Facebook, and 45 impressions on LinkedIn with a 20% click-through rate and a 22.22% engagement rate

on LinkedIn. Our “your voice, your vote” social blitz saw a combined result of over 282 combined

impressions across all platforms. By also connecting with new subject experts that existed 100% outside

of our previous Ad 2 DC networks, fresh channels of government-focused outreach were created. For

example, the experts featured in our election year “user data”' post had a combined total of approximately

1,686+ Linkedn connections. We’re hopeful that we can use these as well as future connections from

upcoming posts to help aid in club efforts and grow the reach of Ad 2 DC beyond this club year.
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Exhibit 1: Ad 2 DC “One-Sheeter” COVID Protocols
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Exhibit 2: Ad 2 DC COVID Links and Resources (as of March 2021)
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Exhibit 3: Ad Academy Interface
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Exhibit 4: Ad Academy Filming Planning
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Exhibit 4: Ad Academy Filming Planning (cont.)
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Exhibit 4: Ad Academy Filming Planning (cont.)
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Exhibit 5: Ad Academy Recording
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Exhibit 6: Ad Academy Editing
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Exhibit 7: Ad Academy Finished Content Sample
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Exhibit 7: Ad Academy Finished Content Sample (cont.)
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Exhibit 8: “Pop-Up” Series, Industry Experts
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Exhibit 8: “Pop-Up” Series, Industry Experts (cont.)
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Exhibit 9: “Around the Industry in 80 Minutes”
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Exhibit 10: Washington DC Black-Changemakers Campaign
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Exhibit 11: Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) Digital Art Gallery Sample
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Exhibit 12: Diversity Posting Analytics - Traffic Increase
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Exhibit 13: Diversity and Multicultural Advertising in DC Event
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Exhibit 14: Diversity and Multicultural Advertising in DC - Panelists
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Exhibit 15: COVID-19 Virus Cancellation Creative & Correspondence
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Exhibit 16: Behind the Hashtag: Inclusivity in Influencer Marketing
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Exhibit 17: Behind the Hashtag: Inclusivity in Influencer Marketing - Panelists
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Exhibit 18: Diversity and Multicultural Advertising in DC - Promotion Sample
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Exhibit 19: Diversity and Multicultural Advertising in DC - Instagram Paid Promotion
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Exhibit 20: Diversity Posts, Social Analytics Sample
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Exhibit 21: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Research
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Exhibit 21: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Research (cont.)
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Exhibit 22: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Outreach to Industry Professionals
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Exhibit 22: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Outreach to Industry Professionals (cont.)
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Exhibit 22: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Outreach to Industry Professionals (cont.)

Exhibit 22: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Outreach to Industry Professionals (cont.)
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Exhibit 22: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Outreach to Industry Professionals (cont.)
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Exhibit 22: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Outreach to Industry Professionals (cont.)
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Exhibit 22: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Outreach to Industry Professionals (cont.)
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Exhibit 22: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Outreach to Industry Professionals (cont.)
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Exhibit 22: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Outreach to Industry Professionals (cont.)
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Exhibit 23: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Collaboration with Creative Chairs
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Exhibit 23: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Collaboration with Creative Chairs (cont.)
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Exhibit 23: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Collaboration with Creative Chairs (cont.)
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Exhibit 23: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Collaboration with Creative Chairs (cont.)
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Exhibit 23: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Collaboration with Creative Chairs (cont.)
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Exhibit 24: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Collaboration with Communications Chair
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Exhibit 24: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Collaboration with Communications Chair (cont.)
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Exhibit 24: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Collaboration with Communications Chair (cont.)
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Exhibit 25: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Social Media Posts
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Exhibit 25: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Social Media Posts (cont.)
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Exhibit 25: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Social Media Posts (cont.)
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Exhibit 25: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Social Media Posts (cont.)
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Exhibit 25: #Ad2DCGovernmentTalks - Social Media Posts (cont.)
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Exhibit 26: Your Voice, Your Vote - Collaboration with Creative Chairs
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Exhibit 27: Your Voice, Your Vote - Collaboration with Communications Chair
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Exhibit 28: Your Voice, Your Vote - Social Media Posts (cont.)
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Exhibit 28: Your Voice, Your Vote - Social Media Posts (cont.)
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